
What the Future

Okay.
I know I told you I'd never rank you,
but I can't be off the record and set it straight at the same time.
Besides, the first word I ever said to you was No.

It was the summer of actresses and attorneys—
we weren't lovers so much as characters, cut-out concepts
on an airtight contract, hitting every line and music cue just so.
Though maybe our relationship sounded better on paper,
knowing it'd fold either way. After all, we were
Stapled together: I could rip off with no harm done,
but a part of me would always be stuck with you.
Indeed, at that outdoor show in Brooklyn for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof,
back when your cold shoulder was only literal,
my arm went to it from the picnic basket like the title of the night,
and my head cleared.
I felt at home: water to its drain;
a child at play, escaping a mass of stuffy comforters;
or, at the risk of saccharine that'd bring your mom's Dr. Pepper habit to shame,
you were the center of my Earth—a weightlessness
to which I never knew I drew.

August taught me a lot,
like that there's actors' social networks,
“brolic” is a legit adjective,
and carrot slices are ideal for pet chihuahuas—
but subtler so, the precise neurochemical sensation
(hotheaded, sweaty-palmed, electric-chested)
that makes a man want to kiss every inch of you
like your soul needs CPR (or something
sufficiently artsy, as New York poet boys are wont to pen).
You move me more in a day-glo Ohio tee than the whole
of sorority row, in their bro tanks and Ye shades and preoccupation
with no occupation but a cerulean flurry of Likes
and hiked-up skirts, and hashtags mashed with plastic smiles.
As we spoon like your favorite band, there's silver where
my fingers roost in ravenhair,
smell of Wella washing over my face like a cool basin
versus the tart and tangled tempest of longer locks—
I dive in, and there you are,
and my own rows feel incomplete, like unenclosed parentheses,
without your nails to trail the blonder strands.
And by popular demand, I suck your lower lip like a straw in concrete,
call and response for satisfied sighs.

In that bedroom like a furnished furnace
—or the glow of the full moon and Freedom Tower,



fixed vistas from a rickety fire escape—
I knew we were just a cosmic confluence,
two heavenly bodies in sizzling syzygy,
to eclipse and then split at first sight of a deadline—
and I was fine.
I told myself your body was an altar at which I prayed,
not a counter at which I paid,
and whatever supplication of sensation
you'd administer as minister
ran only day by day.

But still,
if I knew the last time I'd hold you down instead of up
was the morning you walked out the door for Mass,
I'd have done something
instead of flip through a Patrick Lee thriller and fall asleep on your couch.
I can't put my finger on it, much less a whole hand,
so it scares the hell into me, that feeling
of coming back three weeks later, pulling you close for a side-hug,
and nothing softens, like kneaded dough gone stale
(but gluten-free, of course).
So now our song runs through me like blood
or bile, depending on the mood
and how many marriage milestones are on my News Feed,
because hope is like Velcro:
rip it enough and it just stops sticking.

The day after,
I woke up with an aching in my head
and stared at the ceiling until you handed me a bowl of oatmeal
and asked what was wrong,
as if you hadn’t told me twice to not be mad at you last night.
We rode bikes in Central Park by lunch,
rented ten-speeds zipping past a sun-dappled menagerie
of boulders and bleached ice cream canopies,
and in moments—silent, coasting at your fore in breathless breeze—
I'd fantasize of taking off-road—hands tight, helmet on—and
plowing into a rock wall to fall groundwise and glass-vase shattered.
Not because I wanted to, but because it's the last thing you'd expect.
Sweet goodbyes are a numbers game, so you'd be awed
and we'd be even.

Now,
not all who wander are lost,
but if there's a highway then why not take it?
In any case, it doesn't hurt to stop and rest your soles.
Could just be me, flatfooted, but they never ached
the whole time we walked the Bridge to Greenwich.
Solo, I trudged back to the East River to watch time and teal flow by,



whether in the water or the bench's peeling paint,
punched with raw knuckles as my legs dangled lengthwise like the edge of a scale
was waiting to tip, my price or punishment.
You know I waited there once when I missed a shuttle bus, so it's fitting.

You laughed that's insane!
You texted why are you so fucking awesome?
You moaned oh god what are you doing to me
You explained I don't do awkward.
But the only words that really echoed
were the only ones where we stood and faced each-other,
and in Midtown, mid-day—midsentence—

you said
nobody knows what the future holds.
And that's true,
in fact. But in abstract
it's actually rather simple:
What the past hands on, so long as it's not dropped
between the cracks of the cut-out couch
we made and laid in, twixt dog hair, hot air,
and slick skin on soft cotton as thin as our inhibitions,
two weeks out of habit and out of our minds
on an incline of homemade pillows and willing submission.

I'm getting better at pretending
there's anything I care about more than something else,
but my biggest fear is still that the world is full of people just like me.
I can't tell if you proved me right or wrong,
and I won't pretend one clerkship offer or publishing deal
will make you message me like before,

but when I'm in a new humid apartment Upstate,
with a double bed that's half pillow and empty air,
I divide my daydreams as they come.
The jobless JD says forget her,
but the young stud with a phone full of ballads
and a laptop full of stories says:

I'll bite my tongue, you'll meet your goal,
our hearts we'll both suspend—
but two more years, we'll rock and roll,
and take it fast again.


